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Abstract: The paper deals with the design of a
control system for a variable-speed pitch-regulated
wind turbine in the operating region correspond-
ing to wind speeds above rated wind speed. The
control objectives are mostly to regulate the plant
output power and to reduce the mechanical fatigue
of the plant components. The controller is designed
from a non linear model of the system which takes
into account the blades, shaft and tower flexibil-
ities. A Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) formu-
lation of the control problem permits to obtain
a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) controller op-
timizing, through H2/H∞ norm minimization, a
criteria close to mechanical fatigue affecting the
plant. The proposed controller performances are
then compared in simulation with those of a gain
scheduling Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) con-
troller and with a gain scheduling PI controller, and
is seen to be more efficient.

Keywords: Wind turbine, control, LMI opti-
mization, mechanical fatigue.

1 Introduction

Wind energy has widely grown during the last
decades and nowadays is the most competitive form
of renewable energy. Nonetheless, wind energy is
not yet cost effective. In consequence, the devel-
opment of new technology will be crucial that the
wind energy penetrates into electricity market suc-
cessfully. Implementation of advanced control sys-
tems is considered as a promising way to improve
wind turbine conversion system and to decrease

wind energy cost [1]. Wind turbine control objec-
tives are mainly to optimize wind energy conver-
sion, and to reduce dynamic loads experienced by
the mechanical structure of the plant [2]. Indeed,
dynamic loads hardly affect the lifetime of wind
turbines and mainly determine mechanic compo-
nents design [3]. Most damaging stresses affecting
the mechanical structure of the wind turbine occur
for high wind speeds, for which the controller task
consists in regulating produced power at the nomi-
nal power of the generator, acting on both the pitch
angle of the blades and the electromagnetic torque
of the generator.
Most of papers dealing with the design of con-
trollers for wind turbines takes interest only in
alleviating loads experienced by the drive train,
whereas this component is far from being the most
expensive.Moreover, it has been noticed that the
pitch action has good ability for reducing the very
few damped vibrations of the blades and the tower
[4]. Besides, the usual control structures employed
for the alleviation of the loads affecting the whole
plant are composed by several separate and decou-
pled loops, each loop being tuned for one objec-
tive, whereas the considered control problem is a
multivariable and multiobjective one [4][5]. In this
paper, a multivariable controller is presented for
this purpose. By taking into account all control
objectives and all model properties for the design
of the multivariable controller, an improvement of
the performances of the controller can be expected.
The presented controller is designed from a mathe-
matical model of the system describing main plant
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flexibilities.
The selected controller synthesis method is based
on a mixed H2/H∞ norm optimization of the trans-
fer functions between performances and wind speed
variations. This method is based on a Linear Ma-
trix Inequalities (LMI) formulation of the control
problem, and allows to partially vanish the reso-
nance peaks caused by the flexibility of the com-
ponents, and which are mainly responsible of the
mechanical fatigue of the plant. Moreover the pro-
posed controller takes into account the non linear
behavior of the plant, notably due to the aerody-
namic part, by adapting its parameters to operat-
ing conditions. This gain scheduling controller is
designed from a non linear description of the aero-
dynamic properties of the blades, by transforming
the model of the system into a Linear Parameter
Varying (LPV) model.

2 System Description

The structure of a variable speed, pitch regulated
wind energy conversion system is presented in Fig-
ure 1. A model of the mechanical structure of a
wind turbine has firstly been established using La-
grange’s equations to take into account the mechan-
ical dynamics of the structure, and has been cou-
pled with a non linear model of the aerodynamic
properties of the blades. The system is formed by
the wind turbine, the drive train, and by a genera-
tor unit, composed by the generator and the static
converter connected to the electrical grid. The con-
trol system acts on generator in order to apply the
reference electromagnetic torque TG,ref and on the
pitch actuator in order to control the pitch angle of
the blades β, calculated from the measurements of
the rotational speed of the shaft at the generator
side, and of the speed of the tower by an accelerom-
eter located at the top of the tower.
The aerodynamics conversion process of the turbine
rotor is characterized by the extracted torque Taero

and by the out-of-plane thrust force Faero, which
are functions of the air mass density ρ, the wind
velocity v, the rotational speed of the turbine ωT ,
the horizontal blades speed ẋP and the power and

Figure 1: Wind energy conversion system struc-
ture.

thrust coefficients Cp and Ct:

Taero =
1
2
ρπR2 (v − ẋP )3

ωT
Cp (1)

Faero =
1
2
ρπR2(v − ẋP )2Ct (2)

with R the length of the rotor blades. The aerody-
namic coefficients Cp and Ct are non linear func-
tions depending on blades pitch angle β and tip
speed ratio λ defined by the relation:

λ =
ωT R

v
. (3)

In addition to the plant model, a wind model is
established for the control design model. Wind ve-
locity in a fixed point of space has known properties
in the frequency range, represented by the Van der
Hoven spectrum (Figure 2). The turbulent com-
ponent of the wind speed is modeled as a first or-
der dynamic process disturbed by a Gaussian white
noise mv(t), with a time constant Tv calculated in
order to take into account the stochastic properties
of the wind speed [7]:

v̇t = − 1
Tv

vt(t) + mv(t) (4)

Moreover, wind shear and tower shadow effects are
modeled by adding to the wind speed a periodic sig-
nal of frequency corresponding to three times the
frequency of revolution of the turbine (3− P rota-
tional effects).
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Figure 2: Spectrum of horizontal wind speed

Figure 3: Wind Turbine Mechanical Structure

The mechanical model describing the structure of
the plant has three degrees of freedom: the flex-
ion of the blades (blades flap motion) and of the
tower (tower fore-aft motion) in the direction of the
wind, and the torsion of the drive train shaft (Fig-
ure 3). A spring-damper system representation is
used to describe the flexibility of each component.
Moreover, the three blades are supposed to move
conjointly and to be affected by the same forces at
the same time. A linear model of this structure is
established using Lagrange’s equations and is cou-
pled with the non linear aerodynamic model.
The electrical subsystem, corresponding to the gen-
eration unit, composed by the generator and the
power electronic components, has very fast dynam-
ics compared with dynamics of the other subsys-
tems. Consequently, and considering the objec-
tives of the study, the electrical dynamics are ne-
glected. Hence, electromagnetic torque TG is sup-

posed equal to its reference TG,ref .
The pitch actuator subsystem represents the hy-
draulic or electric system which makes the blades
revolve around their lengthwise axis. This system
is described by a first order transfer function with a
time constant Tβ . Physical limitations on pitch rate
and pitch amplitude are also taken into account for
controller synthesis and simulations.

3 Controller synthesis

3.1 Control task

In the studied operating zone, which corresponds
to wind speeds above rated wind speed, the system
has to operate at a fix rotational speed, the nomi-
nal speed of the generator, and has to produce a fix
electric power, the nominal power of generator. An-
other controller objective is to limit the mechanical
fatigue of the components, especially blades, shaft
and tower. These two objectives are clearly con-
tradictory, and therefore a trade off between these
two objectives has to be optimized.
Whereas the power regulation objective can eas-
ily be expressed with the parameters which de-
scribe the system operation, it is practically im-
possible to express precisely the mechanical fatigue
of components with these parameters. Indeed, me-
chanical fatigue is usually estimated from time se-
ries of mechanical loads experienced by components
by applying the Rainflow Counting Algorithm and
Miner’s rules, in order to take into account both
amplitude and number of occurrences of the loads
variations [8]. Then, the reduction of the mechani-
cal fatigue cannot be explicitly taken into account
during controller synthesis. Nevertheless, such fre-
quency domain based criteria as H2 or H∞ can
be very useful to express performances similar to
mechanical fatigue. Actually, these synthesis tech-
niques allow to shape transfer functions of channels
between performances and external disturbances.
Hence, a criteria representing both amplitude and
frequency of loads affecting components can be ex-
pressed and optimized by these synthesis technique.
This criteria can then be brought closer to the me-
chanical fatigue.
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3.2 Controller synthesis

The control system is designed from a Linear Para-
meter Varying (LPV) representation of the wind
turbine: the model of the system is firstly lin-
earized along the reference trajectory, correspond-
ing to nominal speed and nominal produced power
operation, and is put into a state space represen-
tation, with state matrices depending on the oper-
ating point on the reference trajectory. This LPV
model permits to consider the non linearities in the
expressions of the aerodynamic torque Taero and
thrust force Faero (Eq.1). For this purpose, the
aerodynamic coefficients describing the dependence
of Taero and Faero with state vector components,
∂Taero

∂ωT
, ∂Taero

∂v , ∂Taero

∂β , and ∂Faero

∂ωT
, ∂Faero

∂v , ∂Faero

∂β
are approximated by affine functions of the square
of pitch angle β2. Thus, the obtained LPV state
space representation of the wind turbine behavior
along the reference trajectory is:

ẋ = (A0 + β2A1)x + Bu + Gw

y = Cyx

z = Czx + Du (5)

with the state vector xT =(
θT − θG xB xT ωT ωG ˙xB ẋT β vt

)
,

the controlled input vector u =
(

Tg βref

)T ,
the external disturbance w = mv, the measured
output vector y =

(
ωG ẋT

)T . The vector
z represents the performances outputs, and is
composed by the produced power Pelec, the drive
train torsion torque TD and the blades and tower
flexion forces FB and FT , expressed by:

TD = dD(ωT − ωG) + kD(θT − θG)
FB = dB ˙xB + kBxB

FT = dT ẋT + kBxT

with d and k the damper and spring coefficients of
the corresponding components.
The selected structure for the controller is a dy-
namic output feedback whose parameters are also
dependant on the parameter β2:

˙xK = (AK(β2)xK + BK(β2)y
u = CK(β2)xK + DK(β2)y (6)

The controller objectives are firstly to ensure sta-
bility along the reference trajectory, in spite of the

variations of the system parameters, and to ensure
good performances of the selected outputs, by min-
imizing the H2 norm of the variations of the pro-
duced power, and by guaranteeing an H∞ norm
performance of the shaft torsion torque and blades
and tower flexion forces. H2 norm minimization
permits to reduce produced power variations for
the whole frequency range, whereas H∞ cost rep-
resents the maximum over the frequency range of
the bode response of the outputs to a variation of
wind speed.
Moreover, in order to consider the properties of the
control objectives in the frequency range, the sys-
tem (5) is augmented with weighting functions as
shown in the block diagram in Fig 4. The weight-
ing function WPelec

is a low pass filter that tends
to ensure to the produced power a good tracking at
low frequency. At high frequency, a good tracking
of Pelec is not reached because it would induce an
increase of dynamical loads on the drive train and
of pitch actuation. Wβref

is a high pass filter and
permits to prevent pitch demand from being too
important at high frequency. The high pass filters
WTD , WFT and WFP ensure weak variations of the
drive train torque, blades and tower forces for the
frequencies in amount of the resonance frequency,
and therefore a reduction of the plant mechanical
fatigue.

The control problem can then be formulated as

Figure 4: Closed Loop System Structure
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the following optimization problem:

min ν such as:
‖z̃∞‖∞ < γ‖z̃∞‖∞o.l

‖z̃2‖2 < ν

with ‖z̃∞‖∞o.l
the H∞ cost of z̃∞ for the open-loop

system. The coefficient γ has to be selected to en-
sure a good trade off between the two contradictory
objectives.
An additional constraint is to enforce the poles of
the closed loop system to be located in a circle
around the origin in order to provide the system
from having too fast dynamics.
The control problem (7) of the LPV system (5) can
be formulated as a convex optimization problem
with Linear Matrix Inequalities, and can then be
solved by available softwares [6].

4 Simulation Results

The proposed controller is compared, at the sight
of simulation results, with two other existing con-
trollers, a gain scheduling PI-based controller, and
a multivariable gain scheduling LQG one. The
simulations are based on a dynamic model imple-
mented in Matlab-Simulink containing:

• non linear and stationary aerodynamics, with
3− P rotational effects.

• flexible drive train model, flexible tower model
including first fore-aft mode, flexible blades in
flapwise direction,

• pitch actuator limitations on pitch rate
(±10◦/s) and pitch amplitude.

The simulated wind speed respects stochastic prop-
erties of Van der Hoven spectra with high fluctua-
tions.
As mentioned in [4] and [5], the PI-based controller
is designed by calculating controllers for two sepa-
rate loops: firstly, a PI controller is tuned to guar-
antee power regulation from generator speed mea-
surement. Then a tower speed feedback is designed
to increase tower fore aft damping, by calculating
a controller which appropriately filters blades flap
excitation and which does not interact with the
bandwidth of the first loop. Unlike the proposed
controller, this controller acts only on pitch angle.

Controller Shaft Tower Blades
LPV controller 63.0% 90.1% 75.8%
LQG controller 139.8% 105.3% 96.3%
PI controller 100% 100% 100%

Table 1: Equivalent Load: Ratio between the dif-
ferent controllers and PI controller.

The gain scheduling LQG controller is designed
from the same augmented model and with the same
performances outputs as the proposed controller.
The LQG methodology permits to design a multi-
variable controller which optimizes a time domain
quadratic criteria representing a trade off between
the different control objectives. Unlike the pro-
posed LPV design methodology, the LQG design
does not provide guarantees of stability ad perfor-
mances along the reference trajectory, but only in
several operating points on this trajectory [9]. Ac-
tually, one LQG controller has to be designed at
each linearization point of the trajectory, and a
gain scheduling process has to be used to interpo-
late the different LQG controllers. Moreover, and
unlike the proposed method, the LQG design does
not provide any specification of performance in the
frequency range such as H∞ or H2 norms.
The controllers performances are compared for
both power regulation and alleviation of mechani-
cal fatigue. Evaluation of mechanical fatigue is pro-
vided by using the Rainflow Counting Algorithm,
which calculates the number of load cycles from
time domain simulations results, and the fatigue
equivalent load for each component.
Temporal series of wind speed, produced power
Pelec and pitch angle β are presented in Figure
5. Fatigue equivalent loads for the shaft, blades
and tower are calculated from the simulations, and
Table 1 presents the ratio between the equivalent
loads obtained with the different controllers and
with the PI-controller.

With the same pitch actuation level for the three
controllers, the proposed LPV controller is seen to
be more effective for the two selected control objec-
tives, especially for for mechanical fatigue reduction
for each component. A sensitive gain of lifetime of
the mechanical components of the plant, or a sensi-
tive reduction of the mass, and consequently of the
cost of these components can then be expected.
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Figure 5: Temporal series: full: LPV controller,
thin dash: PI-controller, thick dash: LQG con-
troller.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a non linear, multiobjective and mul-
tivariable controller has been presented and has
been seen able to improve sensitively, at the sight of
simulation results, the plant performances. Indeed,
a frequency domain criteria depending on the inter-
nal forces affecting the plant structure, close to the
mechanical fatigue criteria, is expressed and is min-
imized by the selected control design methodology.
This controller provides then a good alleviation of
mechanical loads, and by the way a reduction of
the mechanical fatigue and then a reduction of the
cost of the mechanical structure of the plant, or an
increase of the lifetime.
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